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ABSTRACT: This Article describes the electron transfer (ET)
kinetics in complexes of CdS nanorods (CdS NRs) and [FeFe]-
hydrogenase I from Clostridium acetobutylicum (CaI). In the
presence of an electron donor, these complexes produce H2
photochemically with quantum yields of up to 20%. Kinetics of
ET from CdS NRs to CaI play a critical role in the overall
photochemical reactivity, as the quantum efficiency of ET
defines the upper limit on the quantum yield of H2 generation.
We investigated the competitiveness of ET with the electron
relaxation pathways in CdS NRs by directly measuring the rate
and quantum efficiency of ET from photoexcited CdS NRs to
CaI using transient absorption spectroscopy. This technique is uniquely suited to decouple CdS→CaI ET from the processes
occurring in the enzyme during H2 production. We found that the ET rate constant (kET) and the electron relaxation rate
constant in CdS NRs (kCdS) were comparable, with values of 107 s−1, resulting in a quantum efficiency of ET of 42% for
complexes with the average CaI:CdS NR molar ratio of 1:1. Given the direct competition between the two processes that occur
with similar rates, we propose that gains in efficiencies of H2 production could be achieved by increasing kET and/or decreasing
kCdS through structural modifications of the nanocrystals. When catalytically inactive forms of CaI were used in CdS−CaI
complexes, ET behavior was akin to that observed with active CaI, demonstrating that electron injection occurs at a distal iron−
sulfur cluster and is followed by transport through a series of accessory iron−sulfur clusters to the active site of CaI. Using
insights from this time-resolved spectroscopic study, we discuss the intricate kinetic pathways involved in photochemical H2
generation in CdS−CaI complexes, and we examine how the relationship between the electron injection rate and the other
kinetic processes relates to the overall H2 production efficiency.

■ INTRODUCTION

Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals are excellent model light
harvesting elements for artificial photosynthesis because they
are strong light absorbers with tunable particle size, shape,
electronic structure, absorption spectra, and surface chem-
istry.1−7 In recent years, semiconductor nanocrystals have been
coupled with a variety of redox catalysts in solution-phase
nanoarchitectures that use visible light to drive reduction of two
protons to produce H2.

7,8 The catalysts include noble metal
nanoparticles,9−15 transition metal complexes,16,17 en-
zymes,18−22 and molecular mimics of enzyme active
sites.23−26 In this Article, we focus on the coupling of
nanocrystals with hydrogenase, a remarkable biological catalyst
that can reversibly generate H2 very close to the thermody-
namic potential.27−31 Hydrogenases utilize redox cofactors
composed of earth-abundant elements (Fe, Ni, S) for electron
transport and catalysis. [FeFe]-hydrogenases, in particular,
exhibit high catalytic activities for H+ reduction to H2.

32,33 In
nature, H2 generation catalyzed by [FeFe]-hydrogenases
requires injection of low-potential electrons from ferredoxin
(Fd) to a distal accessory [4Fe−4s] cluster (F-cluster) near a

positively charged surface patch of the enzyme.34−37 Electron
injection is followed by electron transport through F-clusters to
the active site (H-cluster), where two protons are reversibly
reduced to H2.

38−40 It is thought that the active sites of [FeFe]-
hydrogenases have metastable 1-electron reduced states that
can persist until a second electron arrives and H2 is
generated.41−43

We recently demonstrated that complexes of CdS nanorods
(NRs) and [FeFe]-hydrogenase from Clostridium acetobutyli-
cum (CaI) generate H2 under illumination, with quantum yields
(QY(H2)) of up to 20% at a CaI:CdS NR molar ratio of
∼1:1.19 QY(H2) is defined as (H2 molecules produced/photons
absorbed) × (2 electrons/H2 molecule).19 CaI exhibits high
catalytic activity with turnover frequencies (TOFs) up to ∼104
(H2 molecules)/(enzyme × s).44 The CdS−CaI complexes
form via a biomimetic interaction in which CdS NRs, capped
with negatively charged surface ligands, bind to CaI as
analogues of the electron-donating protein Fd.18,19 We
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proposed a model for photochemical H2 generation that
involves light absorption by CdS NRs and injection of
photoexcited electrons (i.e., electron transfer (ET)) into CaI,
which can then utilize two electrons to reduce two protons and
generate one H2 molecule (Figure 1).19 Holes are removed by
the electron donor ascorbate (AscH−).45 The biomimetic
binding interaction suggests that the electrons injected from
CdS should follow the biological pathway, with electron
injection at a distal F-cluster followed by electron transport
to the H-cluster.18,19,21,44,46

Critical to our understanding of photochemical H2
generation in CdS−CaI complexes is the fact that electron
relaxation pathways in CdS NRs, such as trapping and
recombination, are in kinetic competition with ET to CaI
(Figure 1). The quantum efficiency of ET to CaI (QEET),
defined as (electrons transferred)/(photons absorbed), de-
pends on the ratio of the ET rate constant (kET) and the rate
constant of the internal electron decay processes (kCdS). The
value of QEET defines the upper limit on the value of QY(H2)
because only electrons delivered to CaI can be incorporated
into H2 molecules. The measured value of QY(H2) will be
lower than that of QEET if there are subsequent rate-limiting
processes in H2 generation. To understand the factors that
determine QEET, its relationship to QY(H2), and to propose
strategies for the improvement of H2 production efficiency, it is
necessary to directly measure the values of kET and kCdS.
In this Article, we describe the first measurements of rates

and efficiencies of ET between photoexcited CdS and CaI in
CdS−CaI complexes using transient absorption (TA) spec-
troscopy. We found that both electron relaxation in CdS NRs
and CdS→CaI ET proceed relatively slowly, with rate constants
kCdS and kET ≈ 107 s−1, resulting in a QEET of 42% when the
molar ratio of CaI to CdS NRs is 1:1. We attribute the relatively
low value of kET to the nature of the CdS−CaI interface, which
requires electron tunneling over a considerable distance. We
found that the rate of electron removal from CdS NRs increases
linearly with increasing numbers of enzyme moieties per NR;
however, the QY(H2) decreases as multiple CaI compete for
electrons. To probe the pathway of an electron injected into
CaI, we performed TA measurements on CdS−CaI complexes
with catalytically inactive CaI, which were not capable of
generating H2. Such complexes exhibited ET behavior similar to

that of complexes of CdS NRs with catalytically active CaI,
confirming that the electron trajectory in CdS−CaI complexes
is analogous to the natural pathway that electrons follow in
[FeFe]-hydrogenases after injection from Fd. To increase the
fraction of photoexcited electrons delivered to CaI, we propose
that both decreasing kCdS and increasing kET would be beneficial
due to their almost equivalent values. Both goals may be
achievable via tuning of the nanocrystal structure. The rate of
electron transport through CaI, which occurs after electron
injection, defines the upper limit on the value of kET that would
be beneficial to H2 generation efficiency. We conclude our
discussion by contrasting the ET kinetics and H2 production in
CdS−CaI complexes with the behavior of CdS−Pt nano-
heterostructures that also photochemically produce H2. Our
study of ET kinetics in CdS−CaI complexes allows us to
elucidate how the electron injection step from the nanocrystal
to the enzyme governs the overall H2 production efficiency, and
provides a first glimpse into the intricate kinetics of
photochemical H2 generation in nanocrystal−enzyme biohy-
brids.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample Preparation. CdS Nanorods. CdS NRs were synthesized

according to previously reported methods.19,47−49 The resulting NRs
had an average diameter of 4.3 ± 0.4 nm and an average length of 21.5
± 5.2 nm for sample CdS α or an average diameter of 4.4 ± 0.6 nm
and an average length of 32.0 ± 5.8 nm for sample CdS β, as
determined by measurements of over 200 particles in TEM images
(Supporting Information Figure S1). The molar absorptivity (ε) of the
CdS NRs was determined by correlating absorption spectra with Cd2+

concentrations determined by elemental analysis (ICP-OES) of acid-
digested samples. The estimated value of ε350 was 1710 M−1 cm−1 per
Cd2+. The number of Cd2+ per NR was estimated from the average NR
dimensions. ε350 was 1.1 × 107 M−1 cm−1 for CdS α and 1.7 × 107 M−1

cm−1 for CdS β. The hydrophobic surface-capping ligands on the as-
synthesized CdS nanorods were replaced with 3-mercaptopropionic
acid (3-MPA) following a previously reported procedure.10,19,47 3-
MPA binds to the NR surface through the deprotonated thiol group,
leaving the carboxylate group in solution to enable solubility in
water.50 All of the procedures described above were carried out under
an Ar atmosphere.

CaI and CaIIm Purification, Characterization, and Coupling to
CdS NRs. The StrepII-tagged [FeFe]-hydrogenase from Clostridium
acetobutylicum (CaI) was expressed and purified from Escherichia coli
as previously described.51 Catalytically inactive CaI lacking the diiron
subsite (2FeH) of the H-cluster (CaI

Im) was prepared by expression in
a genetic background lacking the maturation proteins HydE, HydF,
and HydG.52,53 Cells were harvested in an anaerobic chamber (Coy
Laboratories) under 3% H2 atmosphere. CaI purification was carried
out under strict anaerobic conditions in a glovebox (MBRAUN
Laboratory Products) under a N2 atmosphere. In the final Strep-Tactin
purification step, CaI was eluted in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 200 mM
NaCl, 5% glycerol, and 5 mM sodium dithionite (NaDT). The CaI
concentration was determined by Bradford assay (±10%). Typical
yields were 1−2 mg/L of culture with specific activities between 800
and 1300 μmol H2/mg/min. CaI activities were determined by
measuring H2 evolution on a gas chromatograph (Agilent
Technologies) after addition of 5 mM methyl viologen and 10 mM
NaDT. For CaIIm, the Fe content was confirmed on a separate
preparation using a colorimetric assay described by Fish.54

Mixtures of CdS NRs and CaI were prepared in buffer (50 mM
Tris-HCl, 5 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, pH 7) under an anaerobic Ar
environment. To prepare CdS−CaICO, the CdS NRs and CaI were
first mixed under Ar in a 2 mm cuvette modified with an airtight
Kontes valve and a glass side arm. The headspace was exchanged for
CO by flowing CO (99.99%, Airgas) into the cuvette for 30 min while
stirring the sample solution. The sample was then sealed with 0.8 atm

Figure 1. Energy level diagram depicting the processes required for
photochemical H2 generation by CdS−CaI complexes. Photoexcitation
of CdS is followed by electron transfer from CdS to CaI, denoted with
the rate constant kET. Two electrons are utilized for the reduction of
2H+ to H2. Holes are scavenged by the electron donor ascorbate
(AscH−). kCdS represents the rate constant for electron decay pathways
in the CdS NRs, including radiative and nonradiative recombination
and carrier trapping. These processes compete with ET. Energy levels
shown in light blue symbolize the electron and hole trap states.
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CO (atmospheric pressure in Boulder, Colorado) in the cuvette
headspace. When the CaI:CdS NR ratio was varied, the concentration
and absorbance of the NRs were held constant while the concentration
of CaI was varied.
Sample Characterization. Steady-State Absorption Spectrosco-

py. UV−visible absorption spectra were recorded in 2 mm path length
quartz cuvettes at room temperature with an Agilent 8453
spectrophotometer equipped with tungsten and deuterium lamps.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). TEM samples of CdS

NRs were prepared by drop casting from solution onto carbon film,
300 mesh, copper grids from Electron Microscopy Sciences. Images
were obtained at room temperature using a Phillips CM100 TEM
operating at 80 kV equipped with a bottom-mounted 4 megapixel
AMT v600 digital camera. NR dimensions were measured using
ImageJ software.55 To prepare CdS−CaI samples for TEM imaging,
the grids were first plasma-treated by glow discharge. A drop of a dilute
(nM) solution of CdS β NRs and CaI was then placed onto the grids
for 2 min, after which the solvent was wicked away using filter paper.
The grids were rinsed with deionized water in the same manner before
being stained in H2O with 2% methylamine vanadate negative stain
(NanoVan, Nanoprobes Inc.), which was wicked away in <10 s. In a
negatively stained image, the electron-dense material (CdS) appears
dark in contrast to the stained background, while CaI appears light in
contrast to the background.
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. The TA experimental setup

was previously described in detail.47 The samples were prepared and
sealed under Ar in 2 mm quartz cuvettes modified with airtight Kontes
valves. CdS NR concentration was 600−800 nM. The samples
containing both NRs and CaI were mixed in specific molar ratios in 50
mM Tris-HCl buffer without a hole scavenger. The samples were
pumped at 400 nm. The pump beam diameter was ∼240 μm, and the
pulse energy was ∼10 nJ/pulse. Pump power was chosen by
identifying a regime in which the TA decay kinetics were independent
of power and did not show signal from Auger recombination,56

ensuring that the signal originated from NRs excited by absorption of
one photon. During data collection, the samples were stirred
constantly.
Light-Driven H2 Production. Solutions for light-driven H2

production consisted of 36 nM CdS−CaI complex (1:1 molar ratio)
with 200 mM ascorbate (≥99%, Sigma Aldrich) in 50 mM Tris-HCl
buffer with 5% glycerol and 5 mM NaCl, pH 7, in 1.5 mL vials sealed
with septa. The samples were illuminated with a 405 nm diode laser
(Laserglow Technologies) at 5 mW for 10 min. H2 was detected in the
headspace of the vessel using gas chromatography (Agilent
Technologies 7820A, molecular sieve 5A column, Ar carrier gas,
TCD detector).

■ RESULTS

Electron Decay Kinetics in CdS NRs. To directly probe
the kinetics of relaxation and ET in CdS NRs, we employed TA
spectroscopy over a temporal window of 10−13−10−6 s with
time resolution of ∼200 fs. Upon excitation with a 400 nm
pump pulse, TA spectra of CdS NRs exhibit a transient bleach
feature at the 472 nm, corresponding to the band gap transition
(Supporting Information Figure S3a). This feature originates
from filling of the 1S electron state, and its intensity (i.e.,
magnitude of the negative signal) reflects the photoexcited 1S
electron population.56 The bleach feature is insensitive to the
population of the photoexcited holes.47,57,58 Thus, the kinetics
of the band gap bleach are a signature of electron dynamics. In
CdS NRs, 1S electrons decay by radiative and nonradiative
processes, including electron trapping, recombination with
valence band holes, and recombination with trapped holes on
the surface. Trap states are symbolized by energy levels shown
in light blue in Figure 1.
The band gap bleach signal of CdS α NRs (average diameter

= 4.3 nm and average length = 21.5 nm) is relatively long-lived

and does not fully decay to baseline until around 1.2 μs (Figure
2, black trace). The slow electron decay in CdS NRs is
accompanied by weak band gap photoluminescence and strong
trap-state emission.47 This behavior has been attributed to slow
recombination of the delocalized electron with the localized,
trapped holes.47,49,59 As evident from the TA signal plotted
using a logarithmic time axis (Figure 2b), the electron decay
kinetics in CdS NRs cannot be described with a single
exponential function. Such behavior is commonly observed
with semiconductor nanocrystals.60−63 The TA kinetics of CdS
NRs in Figure 2 can be fit with a sum of a single exponential
with a 0.85 ps lifetime (6% of the decay) and a stretched
exponential with a time constant of 18.2 ns and a stretching
exponent of 0.49 (94%). Similar behavior was recently reported
for CdS NRs with long-chain organic ligands on the surface.64

The stretched exponential fit suggests a distribution of electron
decay rates in CdS NRs, the cause of which is not well
understood.64,65 In the absence of a detailed physical model for
the CdS NR electron decay kinetics, we focused on quantities
that depend only on signal intensity:66,67 the average lifetime,
defined as

∫
∫

τ ̅ =
× Δ

Δ

∞

∞

t A t t

A t t

( ) d

( ) d
0

0 (1)

and the time-averaged decay rate constant, defined as

Figure 2. TA kinetics of the band gap feature (472 nm) for CdS NRs
(black) and CdS−CaI complexes (molar ratio 1:1, blue). The CdS−
CaI complexes have a shorter photoexcited electron lifetime due to ET
from CdS to CaI. The kinetics are plotted (a) with a linear time axis or
(b) with a split time axis that is linear for the first 10 ps and
logarithmic thereafter. The solid lines correspond to fit models as
described in the text. Inset in (a): TEM image of a CdS−CaI complex
obtained using a negative stain. The light contrast corresponds to CaI,
and the dark corresponds to CdS.
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where ΔA(t) is normalized so that ΔA(0) = 1. For the
purposes of integration of the ΔA signal, we can use any
function that fits the kinetic data well (Supporting Information
Figure S6). To verify that the results were not strongly
dependent on the fitting equation, we compared the single
exponential plus stretched exponential fit, described above, to a
5-exponential fit. The calculations of τ ̅ and k ̅ for CdS NRs using
the two different fit functions are detailed in the Supporting
Information (section V) and included in Tables S1 and S2, and
the results are very similar. The electron decay kinetics of the
CdS NRs shown in Figure 2 are characterized by the average
lifetime τ ̅ of 118 ns and the average decay rate constant kC̅dS of
2.8 × 107 s−1.
ET Kinetics in CdS−CaI Complexes. As we described

previously,19 the negatively charged 3-MPA ligands on CdS
allow electrostatic binding to a positively charged surface on
CaI. The electrostatic binding likely results in a Poisson
distribution of populations.19 For an average molar ratio of 1:1,
37% of CdS NRs have one CaI moiety attached, 37% have no
CaI, and 26% have two or more CaI. TEM images of CdS−CaI
complexes obtained using a negative stain (Figures 2a and
Supporting Information S2) allow us to directly visualize the
complexes because NRs appear dark and CaI molecules appear
bright. The images in Supporting Information Figure S2 are
consistent with the Poisson distribution model and reflect the
heterogeneity of populations, with some CdS NRs having no
CaI moieties attached, some having one, and some having
multiple.
When CdS NRs were mixed with CaI in a 1:1 molar ratio,

the CdS NR band gap bleach feature decayed to baseline more
quickly (Figure 2) due to ET to CaI. Because CaI does not
have absorptive features with intensities comparable to the
strength of the CdS bleach feature,68 no additional transient
features were found in the ΔA spectrum (Supporting
Information Figure S3b). In the TA experiment, each NR
was excited very infrequently because of the low pump pulse
repetition rate (500 s−1), low pulse energy, and constant
stirring that rapidly moved the sample through the excitation
beam. Consequently, the CdS−CaI sample exhibited no
changes in absorption intensity or bleach kinetics over a period
of several hours in the TA experiment, indicating that there was
no sample precipitation or significant electron accumulation on
CaI (Supporting Information Figure S4). Because H2
production requires two sequential electrons and the experi-
ment was carried out under conditions of low excitation
frequency, the sample was not under catalytic turnover
conditions, allowing the TA experiment to isolate the one
electron transfer step from the CdS NR to CaI.
As shown in Figure 2b, the electron decay kinetics of CdS

and CdS−CaI virtually overlap in the picosecond regime, and
ET to CaI primarily occurred in the nanosecond time window.
The decay kinetics of CdS−CaI can be fit with similar
functional forms as CdS electron decay kinetics: a single
exponential with a 1.6 ps lifetime (7% of the decay) plus a
stretched exponential with a time constant of 11.7 ns and
stretching exponent of 0.51 (93%), or a 5-exponential decay
(see Supporting Information, section V). The average lifetime
of the photoexcited electrons in CdS−CaI, shown in Figure 2,
is 62 ns. Because of the distribution of decay rates in CdS, it is
not obvious whether kET to CaI is also heterogeneous. An

additional complication is the Poisson distribution of CaI:CdS
ratios in the sample. Therefore, to characterize ET kinetics, we
again used quantities that depend only on signal intensity.66,67

Specifically, we focused on QEET and a time-averaged ET rate
constant (kE̅T):

∫
∫
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where kC̅dS−CaI is the time-averaged decay rate constant for the
CdS−CaI complexes. As detailed in Supporting Information
Table S1, we found the value of kE̅T to be 2.0 × 107 s−1 with a
QEET value of 42%.

ET Kinetics for Varying CaI:CdS Molar Ratios. Figure 3
shows how ET kinetics (with 300 ps time resolution) depend
on the average number of CaI moieties per CdS NR
(CaI:CdS). The CdS NR concentration was held constant,
and the CaI concentration was varied to obtain the values of
CaI:CdS ranging from 0.9:1 to 5.7:1. For these experiments, we
used longer NRs (CdS β, average length = 32.0 nm) to increase
the area available for CaI adsorption. With the estimated NR
surface area of 470 nm2, 6 CaI moieties could adsorb onto the
CdS NR surface without approaching saturation of the available
surface area.19 The NR diameters of CdS β were very similar to
those of CdS α, resulting in similar steady-state absorption
spectra (Supporting Information Figure S1), a TA bleach peak
that is blue-shifted by only 2 nm, and a similar driving force for

Figure 3. (a) TA decay kinetics (at 470 nm) of CdS−CaI samples with
varying values of CaI:CdS (average number of CaI moieties per CdS
NR) and constant CdS NR concentration. The kinetics show that with
increasing CaI:CdS, the CdS electron decay occurs more quickly,
corresponding to increasing ET signal. (b) ET rate versus CaI:CdS,
revealing the value of kE̅T, as described in the text. (c) The inverse of
the QEET versus the inverse of CaI:CdS. A linear fit to eq 6 reveals the
value of kC̅dS/kE̅T.
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ET. Figure 3a shows the TA decay kinetics at 470 nm and the
triple-exponential decay functions that fit the data well
(Supporting Information Table S3b). The average excited-
state electron lifetimes (τ)̅ decreased with increasing values of
CaI:CdS, ranging from 93 ns with 0.9:1 ratio to 40 ns with
5.7:1 ratio. Similar results were obtained using a narrower range
of ratios with CdS α (Supporting Information Figures S7 and
S8 and Table S3a). When the average molar ratio of CaI and
CdS NRs is not 1:1, kE̅T and kC̅dS−CaI (time-averaged rate
constants) in eq 4 are replaced by the average ET rate and the
average electron decay rate in CdS−CaI, respectively. The latter
is determined by integrating the TA signal according to eq 4.
Figure 3b shows that the average ET rate scales approximately
linearly with the value of CaI:CdS in this range of ratios. Thus,
we can write that average ET rate = kE̅T × (CaI:CdS) to obtain
a value of kE̅T from a broader data set than the one shown in
Figure 2. From the linear fit in Figure 3b, we obtain a kE̅T value
of 1.3 × 107 s−1, which is within a factor of 2 of the value for the
CdS−CaI (1:1) sample in Figure 2.
To account for the varying values of CaI:CdS, QEET can be

written as:

=
̅ ×

̅ + ̅ ×
k

k k
QE

(CaI:CdS)
(CaI:CdS)ET

ET

CdS ET (5)

As shown in Supporting Information Figure S8a, QEET
increases with increasing CaI:CdS, but above a ratio of 1:1,
the dependence of QEET on CaI:CdS is relatively weak because
kC̅dS is within the same order of magnitude as kE̅T . QEET
reaches a value of 77% at the ratio of 5.7:1. To obtain the ratio
(kC̅dS/kE̅T), eq 5 can be rearranged to
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QE

1
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1
ET

CdS
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The plot of 1/QEET versus 1/(CaI:CdS) yields the kC̅dS/kE̅T
value of 1.2 (Figure 3c), which is consistent with our findings in
Figure 2, where the value of kC̅dS/kE̅T was 1.4.
TA Kinetics in CdS NR Complexes with Inactivated

CaI. To examine the relationship between the H-cluster
properties and the CdS→CaI ET behavior, we measured the
ET kinetics between CdS NRs and CaI variants that were not
catalytically active due to modifications at the H-cluster. The
first variant was an immature form of CaI (CaIIm), which, by
analogy to an immature form of HydA1 from Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii prepared from similar expression conditions,52,53 is
thought to lack the 2FeH subsite of the H-cluster. The second
variant was active CaI treated with carbon monoxide (CaICO).
CO treatment has been shown to reversibly inhibit hydro-
genase activity.69,70 For both variants, the accessory F-clusters
remain intact. For CaIIm, 2FeH subsite biosynthesis is impeded
by the absence of maturase factors, but integrity of the
accessory F-clusters is not believed to be affected because they
are biosynthesized by the housekeeping machinery.71 The
presence of the F-clusters was confirmed by Fe analysis of CaIm.
For CaICO, CO binding has been demonstrated to occur at the
2FeH subsite of the H-cluster,72,73 and further studies on
[NiFe]-hydrogenases demonstrated that CO binding does not
perturb the redox potential of the F-clusters.74 Both CaIIm and
CaICO therefore are excellent candidates to examine the role of
the H-cluster in the interfacial ET kinetics.
In Figure 4a, we compare the TA band gap signal decay

kinetics for CdS NRs (sample α), CdS−CaI, and CdS−CaIIm
complexes (both with a 1:1 molar ratio). The average electron

lifetime τ ̅ of CdS−CaIIm (82 ns) is longer than that of CdS−
CaI (63 ns), but still clearly shorter than that of CdS NRs
without any form of CaI (τ ̅ = 96 ns). The resulting kE̅T in CdS−
CaIIm is 8.6 × 106 s−1 with a QEET of 29% (Supporting
Information Table S4). These data demonstrate that CaIIm is
capable of accepting electrons from CdS NRs.
There may be subtle structural differences between CaI with

a fully assembled H-cluster and CaIIm that result in slightly
different ET rates and efficiencies. To minimize the number of
variables in the comparison between active and inactive CaI, we
performed TA experiments on the inhibited CdS−CaICO. We
verified that CO incubation inactivated CaI by carrying out
photochemical H2 production experiments on CO-incubated
and Ar-incubated CdS−CaI complexes. Unlike the CdS−CaI
complexes under Ar, CdS−CaICO did not produce a detectable
amount of H2. The results of TA experiments on CdS NRs,
CdS−CaI incubated under Ar (active), and CdS−CaICO
(inactive) are shown in Figure 4b. CO incubation has no
effect on the TA signal of CdS NRs alone (Supporting
Information Figure S5). Remarkably, the decay trace of CdS−
CaICO is also almost identical to that of CdS−CaI. In Figure 4b,
for CdS−CaICO, kE̅T is 1.7 × 107 s−1 and QEET is 44% (for
CdS−CaI, kE̅T is 1.8 × 107 s−1 and QEET is 44%).

Figure 4. (a) CdS band gap (472 nm) bleach decay kinetics for CdS
NRs (black), CdS−CaI (blue), and CdS−CaIIm complexes (orange).
Even though it lacks the 2FeH subsite of the H-cluster, CaIIm can
accept electrons from CdS. Inset: Schematic representation of CaIIm

emphasizing the missing 2FeH subsite of the H-cluster (red circle). (b)
CdS band gap bleach decay kinetics for CdS NRs (black), CdS−CaI in
an Ar atmosphere (blue), and CdS−CaICO complexes prepared in a
CO atmosphere that inactivates the H-cluster (red). Remarkably, CO
deactivation does not change the kinetics of ET. Inset: Schematic
representation of CaICO emphasizing the CO binding to the 2FeH
subsite of the H-cluster.
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■ DISCUSSION

Competition between ET and Electron Relaxation in
CdS−CaI Complexes. Our measurements of electron decay
kinetics in CdS NRs and CdS−CaI complexes reveal that the
electron relaxation in CdS by radiative and nonradiative
recombination and ET from CdS to CaI occur with very
similar rates, with both kC̅dS and kE̅T ≈ 107 s−1. Thus, the two
processes are in direct kinetic competition and occur with
similar probabilities. This results in a QEET of 42%, meaning
that only 42% of photoexcited electrons are available for H2
generation. According to eq 3, to increase QEET, it would be
necessary to either increase kE̅T or decrease kC̅dS. Maintaining a
1:1 CaI:CdS molar ratio, a 10-fold increase in kE̅T/kC̅dS would
increase the QEET from 42% to 89%, and a 100-fold increase in
kE̅T/kC̅dS would yield a QEET of 99%. Given the remarkable
tunability of the surface and electronic structure of semi-
conductor nanocrystals, it is entirely feasible that the value of
kE̅T/kC̅dS could be changed dramatically through rational
structural modifications. For example, in nanocrystal-based
electron transfer systems where ET occurred through molecular
linkers/surface-capping ligands, gains in ET rate were achieved
by decreasing the length of surface-capping ligands.75,76

Alternatively, using nanocrystals with longer excited-state
lifetimes could lead to a higher value of kE̅T/kC̅dS. It has been
shown that band engineering can be used to achieve long-lived
excited states in nanocrystals by formation of charge-separating
type-II interfaces.6,77,78

We found that the rate of ET and the value of QEET from
CdS NRs to CaI moieties increased when the value of the
molar ratio of CaI to CdS NRs increased from 1:1 to several
CaI molecules per NR (Figure 3). The linear increase of ET
rate with increasing CaI:CdS ratio and a good fit to eq 6
(Figure 3b) demonstrate that the CaI moieties act as
independent electron acceptors. The increase in ET rate is a
result of the single, delocalized photoexcited electron localizing
in a CaI moiety more quickly when there are multiple electron
acceptors available. Because the values of kC̅dS and kE̅T are
similar, the gains in QEET with increasing CaI:CdS ratio are,
relatively speaking, not very significant. For example, to double
QEET from 42% to 84%, the CaI:CdS molar ratio would need
to increase from 1:1 to 6.3:1. In this scenario, twice as many
electrons removed from CdS would be divided among 6 times
as many CaI moieties, effectively reducing the value of QEET
per CaI from 42% (1:1) to 13% (6.3:1). Because two electrons
are required for each H2, increasing CaI:CdS should have a
detrimental effect on the quantum yield of H2 (QY(H2)) at
these values of kC̅dS and kE̅T. Even though a higher fraction of
electrons is harvested from the photoexcited CdS NRs, the
probability of transferring two electrons to the same CaI moiety
decreases. This effect is particularly important if photo-
excitation rates are relatively low, allowing the first electron
bound at the H-cluster to decay before the second electron
arrives. The effect of competition for electrons among multiple
CaI moieties is evident in our previously reported measure-
ments of H2 generation using CdS−CaI complexes with varying
values of CaI:CdS. The amount of H2 produced decreased with
increasing CaI:CdS above 1:1, and the amount of H2 produced
scaled linearly with the population of 1:1 complexes in the
sample.19

Our measurements of ET kinetics demonstrate that the
detrimental effect of increasing the value of CaI:CdS is
ultimately a consequence of the similarity of the kC̅dS and kE̅T

values. Examination of eqs 5 and 6 reveals that an increase in
the number of CaI moieties per CdS NR would be beneficial
for H2 production if ET were significantly slower than electron
decay in the nanocrystal. For example, if the value of kE̅T/kC̅dS
were 0.1, QEET would be 9% at a molar ratio of 1:1, and 18% at
a molar ratio of 2:1. This would result in no change in the
number of electrons transferred per CaI moiety, and doubling
the CaI:CdS ratio would be beneficial to QY(H2).

Electron Pathways in H2 Production. Our measurements
of ET dynamics in complexes of CdS NRs with catalytically
inactive CaI allow us to assemble a more detailed picture of the
pathway that electrons transferred from CdS NRs undergo to
eventually form the H−H bond. We have previously shown
that CdS−CaI complexes form via a biomimetic interaction
between the negatively charged surface of CdS NRs capped
with 3-MPA and the positively charged surface on the CaI
moiety.19 The F-cluster closest to that surface is the distal
[4Fe−4S] cluster.38,79 Thus, we hypothesized that the photo-
chemical H2 production in CdS−CaI complexes occurs via
electron injection at the distal F-cluster and electron transport
to the H-cluster, in analogy to in vivo Fd-mediated H2
production (Figure 5).19 Within this model, provided that

inactivation of the H-cluster does not change the secondary
structure of CaI or the locations and electronic properties of
the F-clusters, the value of kET should be governed by the
structure and electronic properties in the vicinity of the distal F-
cluster, and not depend strongly on the properties of the H-
cluster. The TA kinetic data showed that interfacial ET between
CdS and CaI was unaffected by CO binding (Figure 4b).
Furthermore, ET proceeds in the absence of the 2FeH subsite of
the H-cluster (Figure 4a), demonstrating that an intact H-
cluster is not necessary for interfacial ET. These experiments
provide strong evidence for our hypothesis that photochemical
H2 production involves electron transport through biomimetic

Figure 5. Schematic of the electron pathway resulting in H2 generation
by photoexcited CdS−CaI complexes. The enzyme surface is shown in
blue with the Fe and S atoms of the F-clusters and the H-cluster
shown as orange and yellow spheres, respectively. Enzyme coordinates
are from CpI (PDB ID: 3C8Y), which has high homology and
sequence similarity with CaI. The CdS NR surface is shown in yellow
and surface-capping ligands are omitted for clarity. The rate of internal
electron decay in CdS is denoted by kCdS, the rate of electron injection
from CdS to CaI by kET, the rate of electron transport through CaI to
the H-cluster by ktransport, and the rate of H2 production by kcat.
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pathways in CdS−CaI complexes. Because the ET does not
occur preferentially to catalytically active CaI, but occurs with
equal probability to any CaI, our data imply that the overall
QY(H2) includes losses due to ET to inactive CaI that may be
present in the sample.44 We note that TA measurements are
uniquely suited to detect the nanosecond electron injection
from CdS to CaI in both catalytically active and inactive
complexes. Despite the similar midpoint potentials of the F-
and H-clusters (−420 and −400 mV at pH 8, respectively),80

TA experiments allow us to decouple the observation of
electron injection from catalysis.
Figure 5 illustrates the complicated pathways that electrons

photoexcited in CdS take to H2. In previous H2 production
experiments with CdS−CaI complexes, the amount of H2
generated increased linearly with photon flux, indicating that
the reaction was photon-limited and the inherent catalytic
turnover rate (kcat) was not reached.19 Under photon-limited
conditions, the efficiency with which photoexcited electrons can
be transferred from CdS to CaI (QEET) is a critical parameter
in determining the amount of H2 produced. QEET in turn
depends on kET/kCdS, as described above. Once an electron has
been injected into CaI, it is transported to the active site with
the rate constant ktransport. If all of the electrons transferred from
CdS to CaI were utilized in catalysis, the values of QEET and
QY(H2) would be equal. (The definition of QY(H2) takes into
account that two electrons are required for each H2 molecule.)
In CdS−CaI complexes, QY(H2) is 2 times lower than QEET,
suggesting that there are additional factors that limit the H2
production rate. One possible cause is the distribution of the
number of CaI moieties per CdS NR,19 including the presence
of complexes with ratios greater than 1:1, in which competition
for electrons between CaI moieties on the same NR decreases
H2 production efficiency. Another possibility is ET to
catalytically inactive CaI that may be present in the sample,44

as evidenced by the ability of inactive variants of CaI to accept
electrons from CdS NRs. Additional candidates for rate-limiting
processes include: back-ET, which is the predominant pathway
for some [FeFe]-hydrogenases at higher pH values;81,82

electron and proton transport steps within CaI;82−84 covalent
bond formation;30,85 and hole scavenging.86,87

Value of k ̅ET in CdS−CaI Complexes. The value of kE̅T we
measured for electron injection from CdS NRs to CaI (107 s−1)
is in contrast to much faster ET from nanocrystals to molecules
or metal particles adsorbed directly on the nanocrystal surface,
usually observed to be in the 109−1012 s−1 range.7 To
understand why the ET rate between CdS NRs and CaI is
relatively slow, we consider the charge transfer interface (Figure
5). Because a crystal structure of CaI has not yet been obtained,
we use the structure of [FeFe]-hydrogenase I from Clostridium
pasteurianum (CpI) (PDB ID: 3C8Y) as an analogue.79 CpI has
82% sequence similarity with CaI, and all 22 cysteine residues
in CpI are conserved in CaI, suggesting similar binding and
location of the F-clusters.88 The distal F-cluster is 4 Å away
from the positive outer surface of the protein. However, due to
the surface curvature of the Fd-binding pocket of the enzyme,
the closest point of contact between CaI and CdS may be up to
8 Å away from the distal F-cluster. Additionally, electrons may
tunnel through the ∼5 Å long NR-surface-capping ligand (3-
MPA) to reach CaI. In redox enzymes, relatively slow ET rates
are common because of electron tunneling over long
distances.89,90 An ET rate constant of 107 s−1 is consistent
with the considerable tunneling distance between CdS and the
distal F-cluster. The value of kET may be increased by modifying

the structure and electronic properties of the nanocrystals,
including the surface-capping ligands.
Considering that electron injection from CdS into the distal

F-cluster of CaI is followed by electron transport via the redox
chain of iron−sulfur clusters, an increase in kET is in principle
only beneficial until kET matches ktransport. Any further increase
would result in a kinetic bottleneck inside CaI, rather than at
the CdS−CaI interface, and possibly even back-ET from iron−
sulfur clusters close to the CdS−CaI interface. We can estimate
the maximum value of ktransport through the iron−sulfur clusters
in CaI by applying the Moser−Dutton model of electron
transfer in proteins.89,91 In this Marcus theory-based model,
rates of ET between cofactors in a redox transport chain
depend exponentially on tunneling distances, driving force for
ET (ΔGET), and reorganization energy (λ). Without detailed
knowledge of ΔGET and λ, we can determine the maximum rate
of electron transport (ktransport,max), which occurs when −ΔGET
= λ. ktransport,max depends only on internuclear cluster-to-cluster
distances (R)92 as detailed in section VII of the Supporting
Information. The resulting value of ktransport,max calculated using
Supporting Information eqs S4 and S5 is 2.2 × 109 s−1. This
means that in an effort to increase the value of kET to increase
the efficiency of H2 production, it is not necessary to aim for
values as high as those obtained in nanocrystal−molecule
complexes. Increasing the kET value to 109 s−1 would lead to
QEET of 99% if the value of kCdS remained unchanged, and
values of kET above 109 s−1 are not likely to be beneficial.

Comparison of CdS−CaI with CdS−Pt Nanoheteros-
tructures. We now contrast the charge transfer behavior of
CdS−CaI complexes with that of previously reported CdS−Pt
nanoheterostructures, which also photochemically produce
H2.

10,11,15 In such structures, Pt nanoparticles are grown
directly on the surfaces of CdS NRs that are synthesized by
methods comparable to those used for the CdS NRs in our
experiments. To produce H2, photoexcitation of CdS is
followed by ET to Pt, which catalyzes H+ reduction, while
hole scavenging is carried out by molecular electron
donors.10,11,87 ET from CdS to Pt is very fast, with kET >
1011 s−1, and essentially 100% efficient.59,93,94 Thus, the fraction
of photoexcited electrons available for reduction is higher in
CdS−Pt than in CdS−CaI structures. Yet, the reported
QY(H2) values for CdS−Pt10,11 (1−4%) are lower than the
20% reported for CdS−CaI.19 In Pt-based structures, QY(H2)
increased to 20% when CdSe/CdS core/shell NRs were
employed.10

On the basis of the intricate kinetics involved in H2
generation in the CdS−CaI system, we can speculate on the
reasons the CdS−CaI system exhibits a relatively high value of
QY(H2) despite a slow and less efficient ET. Because the rate of
excitation of CdS NRs during H2 generation is low (∼103
s−1)19 and two electrons are required for each H2 molecule, it is
important for the singly reduced state to be stable for a
relatively long period of time. In CaI, following injection at the
distal F-cluster, the first electron is transported over 29 Å
through a sequence of electron transfer steps to the active site
(H-cluster),79 where it is captured in a chemically bonded
hydride intermediate.41−43 Considering the large distance over
which charge separation occurs, the multistep nature of
electron transport, and the relative stability of the hydride, it
is very likely that back-ET is quite slow. Long-range charge
separation is also likely crucial for photochemical H2 generation
by an all-biological system that couples photosystem I with
CaI.95,96 On the other hand, the first electron used for catalysis
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in the CdS−Pt structures is spatially closer to the nanocrystal−
catalyst interface and is potentially more likely to recombine
with a hole in the nanocrystal by back-ET. The higher QY(H2)
achieved in CdSe/CdS−Pt structures is probably due to
improved charge separation that reduces the rate of back-
ET.10,97 These examples illustrate that high QEET from the
nanocrystal to the catalyst does not guarantee high values of
QY(H2), and that the intricacies of the catalytic mechanism
following ET need to be considered in the analysis of the
photochemical activity of nanocrystal-based hybrids.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have examined the kinetics of electron transfer (ET)
between light-absorbing CdS nanorods (NRs) and the redox
enzyme [FeFe]-hydrogenase I from Clostridium acetobutylicum
(CaI). The ET process is essential for photochemical
generation of H2 mediated by these complexes, and its
efficiency defines the upper limit for the quantum yield of H2
production. We used transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy
to measure the rates and efficiencies of ET from CdS to CaI.
The ET rate constant was similar to the rate constant for the
decay of photoexcited electrons in CdS NRs (both 107 s−1),
resulting in 42% efficient ET in complexes with the average
CdS:CaI ratio of 1:1. The efficiency of ET could be improved
in the future by a combination of increased ET rate and
decreased rate of electron decay in the nanocrystal. Both goals
may be achievable through structural modification of nano-
crystals. Increasing the average number of CaI moieties per
CdS NR resulted in competition for electrons. This ultimately
leads to decreased H2 production efficiency. The ET behavior
in catalytically inactive CdS−CaIIm and CdS−CaICO was similar
to that in active CdS−CaI complexes, demonstrating that
electron injection occurred into a distal F-cluster of CaI in a
manner analogous to the natural function of CaI. These insights
into the kinetics of electron injection from CdS NRs to CaI
allow us to begin to assemble a picture of the complex electron
pathways involved in photochemical H2 generation and to
understand how the rates of sequential steps along the path
determine the overall efficiency of H2 production.
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